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Abstract
This paper presents the first comprehensive analysis of contention-based security vulnerabilities in a high-performance simultaneous multithreaded (SMT) processor. It features a characterization of contention throughout the shared pipeline, and potential resulting leakage channels for each resource. Further, it presents a set of unified mitigation/isolation strategies that dramatically cut that leakage while preserving most of the performance of a full, insecure SMT implementation. These results lay the groundwork for considering SMT execution, with its performance benefits, a reasonable choice even for security-sensitive applications.

1 Introduction
The pursuit of secure computation has always featured a clear tension between performance and security. Security mitigations often come with a high performance [1] impact that can be manifested in serious environmental and economic impacts [2] if they are employed, and in disastrous security and privacy breaches [3–5] if they are not. In the context of processor architectures, this security-performance tension is only growing as new attacks appear, each exploiting a crucial performance optimization in the processor, threatening to unwind decades of architectural gains.

Microarchitectural attacks exploit different architectural features. Speculative execution [6], shared caches [7], branch prediction [8], execution units [9], and I/O throughput optimizations [10] are examples of the features that are exploited in both well-established attacks and more recent instances [6]. Turning off any of these features could be crippling to performance, so we typically seek ways to continue to enable the optimization but with higher levels of protection.

One performance optimization, however, is often switched off in the name of security, at significant performance cost: Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) [11, 12]. SMT enables a processor core to issue instructions from multiple threads to the execution units in the same core in the same cycle. With a small investment in hardware, the processor can greatly increase the throughput/utilization of the pipeline, more effectively hiding latencies and stalls of all types. The substantial benefits of SMT have led to its widespread adoption by virtually all the major players in the high-performance processor market, i.e., Intel, AMD, IBM, and ARM.

SMT achieves its high level of execution efficiency by dynamically allocating resources to threads as they are needed, effectively utilizing resources not needed by one thread to accelerate another. Virtually every part of the pipeline is potentially shared and contended for in some way. This creates a performance coupling between co-resident threads that is an enormous challenge for security. Some have suggested turning off SMT altogether [13]. Google, as a response to MDS attacks, has disabled SMT by default on Chrome OS 74 and later [13]. OpenBSD takes a similar measure by disabling SMT by default on version 6.4 and later [14]. Red Hat has announced [15] kernels with updated controls allowing users to choose whether to disable the feature or not.

Security researchers and architecture researchers are actively working to preserve many of the optimizations recently under attack (speculative execution, caches, branch prediction, store-load forwarding, etc.). This paper makes the case that it is time to add SMT to the set of features we should preserve even for secure execution. This research seeks to identify the extent of the vulnerability of current SMT processors, and to begin to navigate the middle ground – that is, how much of SMT’s performance benefits can we retain while providing vastly greater performance decoupling?

This paper seeks to provide an exhaustive evaluation of resource contention across the entire pipeline for recent offerings from both Intel and AMD. We find that those two providers already take very different approaches to the security/performance tradeoffs. Both, however, provide a number of high-bandwidth channels of potential leakage, including several never before identified. By focusing on the bandwidth of covert channels utilizing the various resources, we are able to perform a unified, systematic, and exhaustive study of pipeline resource vulnerabilities. In a similar way, we also seek to examine more secure approaches to multithreading that can be applied in a more holistic and comprehensive manner. We identify three different approaches to partitioning that can be applied to all contended resources with slight variation, and evaluate their ability to restore the performance of a fully dynamically shared SMT processor.

These approaches include full static partitioning (the approach applied already to several pipeline resources) and two new approaches. Adaptive partitioning provides a temporary, hard partition between threads for a particular resource, but that partition can move at regular intervals to adapt to long-term program behavior, preserving some of SMT’s ability to adapt to changing execution needs with minimal leakage between threads. Asymmetric SMT enables the system to prevent leakage to an untrusted thread, but without sacrificing the performance of the trusted thread. Our results show that these secure multithreading approaches provide high isolation between threads while retaining most of the performance of a dynamically shared, insecure SMT implementation.
2 Background and Related Work

This section provides background on modern x86 processor architectures, SMT architectures, and microarchitectural side-channels, with a focus on SMT-enabled attacks.

2.1 The x86 Pipeline Resources/Structures

Figure 1a shows a modern x86 processor’s frontend. The frontend is responsible for fetching, decoding, and delivering operations to the backend. In x86 processors, this is accomplished using one of the following three methods:

1) The legacy decode pipeline. Each cycle, the frontend reads a 16-byte block from the instruction cache into the fetch buffer, which then feeds into the predecoder that demarcates individual variable-length x86 instructions (also called macro-ops). These macro-ops are then inserted into a small buffer (the macro-op queue). Instructions in this queue are then distributed to one of the instruction decoders, which translate each instruction into internal RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing)-like micro-ops. Modern Intel processors feature one complex decoder that is able to translate the instructions into up to four micro-ops, plus simple decoders that can only translate instructions that decompose into a single micro-op. Any instruction that translates to more than four micro-ops is handled via a Micro Sequencing ROM (MSROM). The decoded micro-ops then get queued up in a small structure called the micro-op queue – also called the instruction decode queue – until they get issued into the backend.

2) The micro-op cache. Due to the complexity of the decoding process, the legacy decode pipeline can be a major performance bottleneck. To alleviate this, most modern x86 processors feature a decoded micro-op cache in a special structure called the micro-op cache or the decoded stream buffer. This cache enables the frontend to bypass the slow and power-hungry legacy decode pipeline whenever the translated micro-ops of an address are already available in the micro-op cache. Due to the streaming nature of the micro-op cache, the processors often impose special placement rules [16]. For example, in Intel processors, the micro-ops of a 32-byte region of the code can be placed in the micro-op cache only if the region gets translated into less than 18 micro-ops.

3) The loop stream detector. Intel processors feature another optimization called a loop stream detector (LSD). The LSD further improves bandwidth and power consumption by bypassing both the legacy decode pipeline and the micro-op cache. The LSD identifies small loops within the micro-op queue and then locks down the micro-ops in the queue. It then delivers the micro-ops from the micro-op queue until an unexpected control flow (i.e., branch misprediction) occurs [16].

Figure 1b shows the main components of a modern x86 out-of-order superscalar backend. First, the backend renames the architectural registers of the issued micro-ops and allocates an entry in the reorder buffer for each. They are then forwarded to the scheduler, also called reservation stations or the instruction queue, which is responsible for identifying micro-ops ready for execution (i.e., whose operands are ready) and dispatching them into available execution units. Intel groups the execution units into execution ports, and the scheduler can dispatch as many micro-ops per cycle as allowed by the superscalar width of the processor, with the restriction that only one micro-op is dispatched to a free port in any given cycle.

2.2 Simultaneous Multithreading

Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) [11, 12] is an architecture that allows for multiple hardware execution contexts in a single out-of-order superscalar pipeline. In an SMT processor, instructions from multiple threads can be dispatched on any cycle. An SMT processor significantly improves the pipeline utilization since it allows continued forward progress if one thread experiences a temporary stall in the pipeline due to long latency (e.g., a cache miss), or even several tightly-dependent short latency operations. Its performance benefit comes from its ability to dynamically assign resources to the thread that needs them each cycle. But this level of sharing provides heavy exposure of one thread’s performance to the characteristics of the other.

Contention is possible in various ways throughout the entire pipeline. Consider the Reservation Stations (RS). Ivy Bridge has 54 entries available for instructions to wait for their operands to become available before being eligible for execution. The number of RS entries available to a thread define the window over which the processor can look for out-of-order parallelism, and significantly impacts performance. This resource could be shared between threads in various ways, with very different security implications. RS entries could be duplicated, where each thread would have access to exactly 27 entries (assuming two thread contexts). The RS could be partitioned, where in SMT mode each thread has access to 27, but when only a single context is running, it has access to 54. In that case, the only effect one thread sees is whether the other thread is running or not. It could be fully shared (this was the general assumption in the original SMT literature), where RS entries are allocated to whichever thread.
asks for them, with the fetch unit guiding instruction entry so that neither thread would fill the structure and starve the other [12, 17]. Full sharing typically, but not always, maximizes performance; however, a thread that put significant pressure on the RS would have its performance constantly vary according to the RS utilization of the other thread, and completely saturating the RS could have a dramatic impact on the other thread’s performance. An intermediate solution is thresholding, where either thread is allowed to use up to, say 44 entries, ensuring that at least 10 are always available to the other thread even if it’s not currently using them. In theory, thresholding can leak just as much information as full sharing, but in practice it is much more difficult to successfully execute an attack because of the difficulty of keeping resource utilization right near the edge of the threshold.

In Figure 1, we can see examples of shared structures (e.g., Instruction Cache), duplicated structures (Macro-op Queue), and partitioned structures (Micro-op Queue).

2.3 Microarchitectural Covert/ Side Channels

The literature abounds with security attacks that leak information through a shared microarchitectural structure or feature [6, 18–20]. Shared caches [21–26], branch predictors [8, 27–30], store-to-load forwarding [31], Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLB) [32, 33], I/O throughput optimizations [10, 34, 35], and the processor execution ports [9, 36, 37] are a few examples that are exploited as a source of side-channel leakage. Most of these attacks leak information through a timing difference that is caused by contention on a shared resource. The recent transient execution attacks [6, 38–41] also rely on a microarchitectural side-channel to leak the information to the attacker’s domain. Previous work also uses timing measurements to infer different processor’s features such as the size of the ROB [42].

Previous work [43, 44] has used information-theoretic and mathematical approaches to study information leakage from microarchitectural channels. For example, Hunger et al. [44] develop an abstract mathematical model for microarchitectural channels, with the end goal of devising an attack detection mechanism. Our characterization study, however, targets a different goal. It aims to compare and contrast resource sharing between threads in different implementations of SMT, to then evaluate the inherent vulnerability of sharing of each resource, and to guide the design of SMT security measures.

Previous work has also shown covert and side channels constructed on GPU resources [45–47]. Naghibijouybari et al. [46] exploit contention on GPU resources to infer victim’s web browsing activities. Dutta et al. [45] target Intel’s integrated GPU architectures and present covert channels that put contention on the CPU-GPU bus as well as the shared last-level cache. Similar to the CPU-based channels, these channels also leak information through the timing variation caused by resource contention. However, the list of possible targets for a GPU channel is limited to co-locating kernels from two different applications on a GPU. In contrast, CPU, and in particular SMT-based channels can leak more fine-grained information from a vastly larger set of targets, and thus pose a more imminent threat.

2.4 SMT Covert and Side Channels

SMT, with the sheer amount of shared resources, potentially greatly expands the microarchitectural attack surface, as nearly every structure could be contended for at some level. However, while SMT facilitates the exploitation of many side channels, not all of these channels are fundamentally tied to SMT. Cache side-channels [22, 48, 49], which include the vast majority of these attacks, for example, are almost as effective in a cross-core setting [50]. Some of the SMT-specific attacks are the result of a design bug [39], not an inherent SMT issue, which can be mitigated without much performance cost in future generations. Nevertheless, the core principles of SMT have already been targeted in some of these side-channel attacks.

The SMT execution port timing channels have a long history [37, 51]. But more recently, PortSmash [9] exploits, in an end-to-end attack, the timing variation caused by the contention of the SMT threads on specific execution ports to leak the private key of a TLS server. SmotherSpectre [36] also exploits the contention on the execution ports but combines it with speculative execution to mount a transient execution attack. SmotherSpectre uses speculation to steer the execution to a gadget that includes a data-dependent branch that accesses a specific port based on the value of a secret.

Other attacks target other shared resources in SMT processors. TLBleed [32] exploits shared TLBs in SMT processors to leak a victim’s memory activity. CacheBleed [23] uses contention of the sibling SMT threads on the cache banks as the source of the leakage to break a constant-time RSA implementation. Similarly, MemJam [52] targets the shared memory-dependency detection unit to leak information about memory accesses of a victim. Ren, et al. [53] develop multiple attacks exploiting the micro-op cache of Intel and AMD processors to leak information across different security domains, including colocated SMT threads. Shared branch predictors are also extensively exploited to leak secret information [8, 54, 55] and also to steer speculation to attacker-desired addresses [6].

There are also efforts to automatically construct covert channels in SMT processors. Covert Shotgun [56] proposes an automated framework to examine possible pairs of instructions in an ISA for building covert channels. Covert Shotgun compares the execution time of the instructions in single-threaded and SMT mode to detect if there is a possible covert channel. More recently, ABSynthe [57] conducts a similar study that expands Covert Shotgun to include all instructions in x86 and ARM ISAs and compares the results for a variety of architectures. While these approaches can discover covert channels in an SMT processor, the exact source of the leakage for the discovered covert channels remains unknown.
This work, in contrast, characterizes different covert channels based on the actual source of leakage.

### 2.5 Side-Channel Mitigation

The research community is increasingly active on countermeasures for microarchitectural side-channels. Similar to the microarchitectural attacks, the defense research also leans heavily toward mitigations for cache-based side-channels [58–63]. A diverse set of strategies has been proposed to mitigate side channels. Partitioning [60, 64–67], randomization [65, 68–70], detection [67, 71–73], oblivious execution [74], and encryption [75] are among frequently suggested high-level approaches. Many of the more recent defenses focus on a mitigation in the context of speculative execution vulnerabilities [76–82].

However, much less attention is given to defenses for non-cache microarchitectural side channels. SMT-COP [83] introduces a temporal and spatial partitioning scheme for execution ports in SMT. SMT-COP also introduces a selective approach where it selectively enables and disables functional unit partitioning for some regions of the code. Unlike this work, SMT-COP’s partitioning, once enabled, is entirely static, failing to take advantage of the benefits of an SMT architecture. Moreover, our study is not limited to execution ports, and we examine mitigations on a comprehensive set of pipeline resources.

Hyperspace [84] secures SGX execution against SMT channels by creating a trusted shadow SGX thread that runs on the same physical core as the main thread. Hyperspace verifies the co-location of the main and the shadow threads using a cache covert channel. The sole purpose of the shadow thread is to prevent any untrusted thread being scheduled on the same core as the main thread. Therefore, in terms of resource utilization this approach is similar to, and in some cases worse than, turning off SMT.

Xu et al. [67] propose a mitigation strategy for GPU-based covert channels. It relies on a decision tree classifier to detect a potential attack, and then enables temporal and spatial partitioning of GPU resources to mitigate the contention.

### 3 Assumptions and Threat Model

The main focus of this work is on covert channels constructed by contention on the main pipeline structures between the co-located threads on an SMT processor. These channels are the dominant form of leakage introduced by simultaneous multithreading, and until mitigated, will likely dominate other channels. We principally study covert channels, because the goal of this work is to provide, among other things, a comprehensive and systematic analysis of the vulnerability of existing SMT processors. Such an approach would not be possible if we were to try to analyze all specific side-channel attacks customized to each feature, and would become out of date quickly as new attacks are devised. By concentrating on covert channels, we can evaluate the inherent vulnerability of each feature and have some basis for comparing them and understanding where the greatest vulnerabilities lie.

Furthermore, by closing these covert channels we also close any potential side channel that exploits them, including those used in speculative execution attacks. To be successful, most speculative attacks need to effectively perform two tasks: (1) steer the execution to attacker-desired locations, and (2) leak information to the attacker domain using a covert channel. To stop such attacks, it is sufficient to prevent the latter, which we aim to do by denying unauthorized information leakage — speculative or otherwise — between SMT threads.

We, then, propose mitigations against the covert channels with the following assumptions. We assume an SMT processor on which two threads, T1 and T2, can share the pipeline. We assume T1 and T2 are running on separate processes and are prohibited from any form of direct communication, but they can run an any non-privileged instruction on the SMT core. Any of the threads are allowed to make artificial contention on any of the shared pipeline resources to leak information about the usage of the other thread. We consider multiple scenarios:

- **T1 and T2 are mutually untrusted**: in such scenarios, any information flow from T1 to T2 and from T2 to T1 should not be allowed.
- **The trust is asymmetric, i.e., T1 is untrusted, and T2 is trusted**: in such scenarios, the information flow from T1 to T2 is allowed, while the information flow from T2 to T1 should be blocked.
- **The threads are mutually trusted**: any covert communication between T1 and T2 is allowed.

The main focus of this work is on closing timing channels engendered by resource contention between SMT threads. Therefore, this work does not consider power, voltage/frequency, and thermal channels.

---

**Table 1: Sharing Mechanism of Pipeline Resources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Intel (Skylake)</th>
<th>AMD (Zen2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing BW (bps)</td>
<td>Sharing BW (bps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 iCache</td>
<td>S 742K</td>
<td>S 1.27M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Target Buffer</td>
<td>S 796K</td>
<td>S 1.18K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Op Cache</td>
<td>P &lt;24K</td>
<td>S 592K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch Bandwidth</td>
<td>S 604K</td>
<td>P &gt;24K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoder/Issue Bandwidth</td>
<td>S 1.64M</td>
<td>S 1.64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTLB</td>
<td>P &lt;24K</td>
<td>S 1.64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Sequencing ROM</td>
<td>M –</td>
<td>S 1.64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Stream Detector</td>
<td>P &lt;24K</td>
<td>S 1.64K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Reservation Station       | T –             | S 1.64K    |
| Reorder Buffer            | P <24K          | S 1.64K    |
| Physical Register File    | P <24K          | S 1.64K    |
| Execution Port            | S 1.64K         | S 1.64K    |
| Load Queue                | S 1.64K         | S 1.64K    |
| Store Queue               | P <24K          | S 1.64K    |

S:Shared, P:Partitioned, T:Thresholded, M: Time Multiplexed

Limited by the maximum switching frequency between single-threaded and SMT modes
4 Covert Channel Characterization

The goal of this paper is to make SMT processors more secure against contention-based side-channel attacks. To that end, we first conduct a rigorous analysis on current SMT processors to assess the degree to which they share each pipeline resource between threads, and to also measure the potential information leakage resulting from sharing each of these pipeline resources. This analysis then guides the design of SMT security measures (Section 5). This study also leads to the discovery of multiple previously unreported and high-bandwidth covert channels.

4.1 Overview

The first step in our analysis is to deconstruct how the processor manages resource sharing between the SMT threads. We go through an exhaustive list of pipeline resources and reverse-engineer the sharing mechanism that the processor uses for each of the pipeline resources. We broadly categorize each pipeline resource into statically partitioned, dynamically shared, and duplicated resources based on our experimental analysis. We note that partitioned resources can either by spatially shared (half assigned to each thread in SMT mode) or time-multiplexed (one thread uses all resources one cycle, the other thread the next). We consider thresholding, where the partition is dynamic, but neither thread can completely exhaust the resource, as a special case of dynamically shared.

To reverse-engineer the sharing mechanism of a pipeline resource, we craft a set of assembly instructions that create artificial contention on that resource. This set of assembly instructions needs to have four features: (1) it should saturate the structure-under-test, (2) the amount of saturation should be controllable, (3) it must not create high contention on any other pipeline resources/structures, and (4) it should put the contention on the critical path, so the effect of the contention is exposed via performance. Then we run this test code simultaneously on the sibling threads and measure the effects.

If increasing the saturation in one thread affects the execution time or the usage of the other thread, we conclude that the structure is dynamically shared. For dynamically shared resources, we can typically use the same code to construct a covert channel by selectively saturating or freeing the resource. Finally, we measure the bandwidth and error rate of the constructed covert channel.

We also explore the possibility of constructing covert channels on statically partitioned resources. Table 1 shows the list of the pipeline resources that we examine along with their discovered sharing mechanism and the achieved covert-channel bandwidth on two different implementations of SMT: AMD Zen2 and Intel Skylake. The table shows that while AMD allows most of the pipeline resources to be competitively shared, Intel Skylake employs some kind of partitioning or time multiplexing for most key pipeline resources.

In addition to Intel Skylake, we also study the sharing mechanism of pipeline resources on Ivy Bridge, an older Intel microarchitecture. Running our microbenchmarks on these microarchitectures shows that Intel uses similar sharing mechanisms across these different microarchitectures. Similarly, we also examine whether any of our channels are impacted by different versions of the microcode. In an exhaustive analysis on the Ivy Bridge processor (because the older processor naturally offers updates spanning a longer time period), we observe no change in any of the discovered sharing mechanisms across all available microcode versions. Details of the methodology are discussed in Section 6. The rest of this section examines key pipeline structures, moving from front to back of the pipeline.

4.2 Instruction Fetch Bandwidth

To reverse-engineer the sharing policy of the instruction fetch unit in an SMT processor, we develop a microbenchmark that creates artificial contention on the instruction cache read bandwidth, while ensuring that there is no contention for the rest of the pipeline resources. To this end, we take advantage of the fact that NOP instructions have a minimal footprint, as they get eliminated early in the pipeline and consume few backend resources, if any.

However, the most commonly used x86 NOPs are 1-byte instructions. These do not suit our purposes because they saturate the decoders long before they saturate the fetch unit (which can fetch 16 NOPs per cycle). To circumvent this, we leverage a special 15-byte long NOP [16] instruction that allows us to effectively saturate the instruction cache read bandwidth, limiting the throughput of the fetch unit to just one instruction per cycle. Further, we ensure that these NOP15 instructions always miss in the micro-op cache and actually use the instruction cache read bandwidth, by using large loops of static NOP15 instructions in our microbenchmark that exceed the micro-op cache capacity.

Through performance counter measurements, we find that the Intel frontend sustains a throughput of one NOP per cycle when our microbenchmark is run in single-threaded mode. AMD Zen2 also provides the same throughput, despite enjoying an instruction cache bandwidth of 32 bytes per cycle. This is because Zen2 requires instructions that are larger than 8 bytes to be in the first 16 bytes of the fetch buffer. When our microbenchmark is run in SMT mode along with a competing SMT thread that executes the same code, the frontend throughput is exactly halved, delivering one instruction every two cycles, for each thread. However, if the code that runs on the competing thread (T2) delivers its micro-ops through the micro-op cache or the loop stream detector, T1 gains back its original one NOP per cycle throughput. This shows that the instruction fetch bandwidth is dynamically shared between the threads as we observe a direct impact on the execution time of its sibling thread when they contend for the fetch unit.

Listing 1 shows the sender and receiver routines for a covert channel implementation that exploits the performance differ-
After fetching instructions into the fetch buffer, the x86 frontend translates the instructions into micro-ops (decode) and delivers those micro-ops to the backend (issue). To contend for these decoders, we choose regular 1-byte NOPs. Not only do they not consume backend resources, but they also do not saturate the fetch bandwidth as described above, putting decode/issue bandwidth on the critical path. Thus, when we run regular NOPs on a single thread, the decode pipeline is able to deliver 4 NOPs (micro-ops) per cycle to the backend of the processor. However, this throughput is reduced to 2 NOPs per cycle if we co-locate this thread (T1) with a sibling thread (T2) that executes the same set of NOPs, thereby contending for the decoder resources.

To construct a covert channel that exploits the decode/issue bandwidth, we need to identify the conditions upon which the processor assigns more decode bandwidth to T1. If we switch T2’s instructions to large NOPs (maximum of one instruction every two cycles), T1 still observes half of its single-thread throughput, suggesting that on each cycle the instruction decoders are assigned to one thread as a whole, i.e., the decode bandwidth is time-multiplexed between the threads, rather than being statically partitioned. We note that this is consistent with the details laid out in Intel patents [85].

### 4.3 Decode/Issue Bandwidth

After fetching instructions into the fetch buffer, the x86 frontend translates the instructions into micro-ops (decode) and delivers those micro-ops to the backend (issue).

To contend for these decoders, we choose regular 1-byte NOPs. Not only do they not consume backend resources, but they also do not saturate the fetch bandwidth as described above, putting decode/issue bandwidth on the critical path. Thus, when we run regular NOPs on a single thread, the decode pipeline is able to deliver 4 NOPs (micro-ops) per cycle to the backend of the processor. However, this throughput is reduced to 2 NOPs per cycle if we co-locate this thread (T1) with a sibling thread (T2) that executes the same set of NOPs, thereby contending for the decoder resources.

To construct a covert channel that exploits the decode/issue bandwidth, we need to identify the conditions upon which the processor assigns more decode bandwidth to T1. If we switch T2’s instructions to large NOPs (maximum of one instruction every two cycles), T1 still observes half of its single-thread throughput, suggesting that on each cycle the instruction decoders are assigned to one thread as a whole, i.e., the decode bandwidth is time-multiplexed between the threads, rather than being statically partitioned. We note that this is consistent with the details laid out in Intel patents [85].

### Listing 1: Fetch Bandwidth Covert Channel on Intel Processors

The total number of micro-ops in the receiver loop is greater than the size of micro-op cache to ensure a zero percent hit rate. NOP8 and NOP15 are aliases for multi-byte NOP instructions [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEND_ZERO:</th>
<th>SEND_ONE:</th>
<th>RECEIVER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOV RAX, 100</td>
<td>MOV RAX, 100</td>
<td>TIME #Record Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L0:</td>
<td>L1:</td>
<td>NOP15 #15-Byte NOP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| NOP8 #8-Byte NOP | NOP #1-Byte ... | ...
| ...#N<LSD ... | NOP15 #15-Byte NOP |
| NOP8 #8-Byte NOP | NOP #1-Byte TIME #Record Time |
| DEC RAX | DEC RAX | JMP RECEIVER |
| JNZ L0 | JNZ L1 |

Listing 1: Fetch Bandwidth Covert Channel on Intel Processors. The total number of micro-ops in the receiver loop is larger than the size of micro-op cache to ensure a zero percent hit rate. NOP8 and NOP15 are aliases for multi-byte NOP instructions [16].

Further, while one would expect T1 to gain back its single-thread throughput if T2 does not use the legacy decode pipeline (because it is using the micro-op cache or the LSD which both bypass the decoder), we observe that even in such cases the throughput of T1 remains half of its single-threaded throughput, indicating that the decoders remain time-shared between the threads, regardless of whether the threads actually contend for them. On the other hand, if T2 is stalled due to a bottleneck in the backend (full reservation stations, for example), we observe that T2 does give up its decode slots and T1 goes back to its full original 4 NOPs per cycle.

As Listing 2 shows, to slow the backend, we exploit a data cache miss followed by a sequence of instructions that are dependent on the long-latency load. This enables a high-bandwidth covert channel on both the AMD and the Intel architectures with a bandwidth as high as 1150 kbps on Intel and 1030 kbps on AMD. Exploiting the frontend covert channels bolsters the adversary’s ability to fingerprint various activities (e.g., cache misses, micro-op cache usage pattern) of a co-located victim thread, without any cache accesses, just by measuring the execution time of NOPs.

### 4.4 Register File

Next, we examine the sharing mechanism of physical register files of the Intel and AMD processors. Our register file characterization microbenchmark, shown in Listing 3, consists of two memory read instructions that always miss in the caches. Between these loads, we have a variable number of instructions that each consume a physical register, i.e., they have a destination register. When a thread’s partition fills, no more instructions can be renamed, placing a limit on the window for out-of-order execution. If the second memory read is not renamed, it is then serialized (not renamed until the former commits). If there is sufficient space to rename it, the loads execute in parallel and performance is significantly improved. By increasing the number of the register-consuming MOVs we can identify the exact point where we exhaust the renaming registers before the second load instruction arrives.

The impact on the execution time is visible in our results of figure 2. These figures (one for Intel, one for AMD) each show four lines, representing two threads. This more detailed result is representative of the analysis done for each of the pipeline resources, although those discussions have mostly been condensed for space reasons. Here, T1 is varied in the number of registers that are occupied before the second high-latency
When the length of the dependency chain becomes greater than the number of reservation station entries, as the two loads become serialized.

Listing 3: Microbenchmark for Making Contention on Register Files. When N is larger than available physical registers, the two loads cannot be issued in parallel.

```asm
#Long-Latency Load
CLFLUSH [RSI]
CLFLUSH [RDI]
MFENCE
MOV RAX, [RSI] #Long-Latency Load
MOV RBX, 88 #Consumes One Phys. Reg ...
#Use N Phys Regs
MOV RBX, 88 #Consumes One Phys. Reg
MOV RAX, [RDI] #Long-Latency Load
```

We use slightly different variations of the microbenchmark shown in Listing 3 to reverse engineer the sharing mechanism of the ROB and the load and store queues. For the ROB, we replace the register-consuming instructions with NOPs. NOPs serve our purpose to isolate the ROB because they consume ROB entries, but not reservation stations or physical registers. For the load and store queues, we leverage load or store instructions that always hit in the cache to isolate those queues. These instructions each occupy a load/store queue entry and cannot be issued until the long-latency load executes. Therefore, at some point, by increasing the number of load/store instructions, the dispatch cannot progress due to lack of load/store queue entries. This then forces the long-latency loads to be serialized. Section A.1 provides more details on these microbenchmarks. Our experiments show that the ROB, load, and store queues are all statically partitioned in Intel processors; ROB and store queue are also partitioned in AMD Zen2, but the load queue is shared in Zen2.

### 4.6 Reorder Buffer, Load/Store Queues

In SMT mode, we observe that Ivy Bridge does not let one thread use all of the 54 RS entries and it always limits the maximum number of allocated RS entries to 40, even when the other thread does not consume any RS entries, e.g., only executes NOPs. We refer to this type of sharing as thresholding. More details on this experiment are provided in Section A.1.

While in theory it should be possible to construct a covert channel on the 26 shared entries, it imposes considerable noise and we are not able to construct a reliable channel on the Intel processor. On the other hand, AMD Zen2 uses a shared reservation station with which we can construct a covert channel with a bandwidth of 56 kbps.

### 4.7 Covert Channel on Partitioned Structures

As shown in Table 1, we find that many of the pipeline resources in Intel processors, and some in AMD processors, are statically partitioned between the threads. For the sake of completeness, we investigate the potential information leakage via these partitioned resources (even though we know shared resources will be the highest bandwidth channels). We construct a covert channel where the sender goes in and out of SMT mode, allowing the receiver to observe the state of the particular resource in question. The key here is our ability to enter and exit SMT mode as quickly as possible. To this end, we examine several x86 instructions used for busy waiting.

We first look at the `pause` instruction, originally introduced in Intel’s Pentium 4 processor to improve the power and performance of the spin-wait loops [16], so that the spinning thread could free resources while waiting. However, our experiments with the `pause` instruction suggest that the resources remain partitioned even in the presence of a `pause` — that is, `pause` only releases shared resources, not partitioned.

We also consider `mwait`, which is a privileged instruction that provides a hint to the processor so it can enter a specified target low-power state [16]. In fact, this does release
partitioned resources, and we are able to successfully create a channel, but we do not consider this the most useful attack vector since there are so many other attacks possible for a user with privileged access.

Finally, we examine Linux’s nanosleep system call which is a non-privileged call that deschedules the caller thread until the time specified by the user has elapsed. We observe that, on Intel processors, calling nanosleep causes the processor to unpartition resources, allowing the sibling thread to monopolize them. The nanosleep syscall causes the Linux kernel to schedule an idle task on the logical core, which then executes the aforementioned mwait instruction. This enables a covert channel for transmitting information even via statically partitioned resources. The bandwidth of this covert channel, however, is limited to the minimum latency of the nanosleep system call. As shown in Table 1, using the nanosleep system call, we can achieve a bandwidth as high as 24 kbps on the Intel processor. On the AMD processor, however, the nanosleep syscall does not cause the resources to become unpartitioned.

In Section 5, we examine multiple partitioning schemes that provide greatly increased thread isolation. However, all are still potentially vulnerable to this channel (fast enter/exit of SMT mode) if they release all resources to a single thread. Thus, for the balance of this paper, we assume a simple solution that provides a countdown timer that limits the frequency at which the pipeline can release partitioned resources, even upon exiting SMT mode.

4.8 Other Pipeline Resources

For completeness, we also measure most of the other pipeline resources that have been covered extensively in the literature, such as caches [86], TLBs [32], and execution ports [9]. Those results appear in Table 1, but without extensive discussion. However, there are other well-studied SMT resources such as Pattern History Table (PHT) [27] that we do not re-measure as we focus more on lesser known channels. Our mitigations, nevertheless, can be readily applied to these structures as well.

Constructing covert channels on most of the cache-like structures requires some information about internal structures of these resources such as the indexing function and associativity. Also, the knowledge of the replacement policy of a cache-like resource can greatly affect the channel bandwidth as the attacker can exploit that to minimize the size of the probe set. It is, however, still quite possible to create a high-bandwidth channel on a cache-like structure without access to detailed information on the replacement policy, as the attacker only needs to create enough accesses to cause a single eviction to the other thread’s entries. For example, for any LRU-like structure (e.g., tree-PLRU, bit-PLRU) with associativity of $n$, accessing $n$ new entries guarantees an eviction to the existing entries of a particular set.

5 Mitigations

This section introduces a suite of mitigation schemes we examine to eliminate or reduce the leakage across the SMT pipeline. Prior work has focused on identifying and solving SMT leaks one at a time [65,70,83]. However, in keeping with our systematic characterization study of pipeline resources, we will focus on systematic mitigation solutions that can be employed broadly across each individual contended structure.

The solutions described in this section include static partitioning, adaptive partitioning, and asymmetric SMT.

5.1 Static Partitioning

The most basic partitioning scheme, already employed heavily, statically divides a resource into equal-sized partitions. Static partitioning can be applied in two forms: spatial or temporal. Spatial partitioning assigns a resource to a thread and that assignment does not change through time. This can only be applied to resources for which the processor has multiple instances, such as ROB entries. If the number of instances of a resource is less than the number of SMT threads (e.g., some functional units), the processor cannot statically assign the resource to a thread. In such cases, the processor employs temporal partitioning (also called time multiplexing). Temporal partitioning assigns a single resource to each thread in a round-robin fashion. These basic partitioning schemes ensure that dynamic contention cannot occur between the threads, eliminating leakage. For example, in a strictly round-robin resource, the time slot assigned to thread T1 does not depend, in any way, on the usage of thread T2. T1 only gets one out of two slots whether or not T2 uses its slot. This completely inhibits a thread from inferring any information from the usage of the other thread.

5.2 Adaptive Partitioning

While static partitioning can eliminate dynamic contention between SMT threads, it typically results in underutilization of pipeline resources, sacrificing overall performance – the fundamental benefit of SMT processors is allowing resources to be better utilized by dynamically assigning each resource to the context that needs it. However, we show that it is possible to gain back much of the full performance of SMT if we can adapt to the varied needs of contending threads, but more slowly. Adaptive partitioning is an on-demand partitioning scheme that allows for the dynamic reconfiguration of partition size, once per adaptation interval. This not only improves resource utilization and overall performance, but also limits the information leakage to at most one bit per adaptation. In fact, our results show that even a very long adaptation interval (of 100,000 cycles) can be effective in recovering much of the full performance benefits of a fully shared SMT pipeline.

Our adaptive partitioning design augments each resource with a set of counters: (1) the current size of the partitions, (2) counters that track the number of “full” events that each thread encounters, and (3) a countdown timer until the next
adaptation interval. Note that in our experiments we assume a single countdown timer for all resources to help simplify presentation of the results. It also takes three parameters that are set at design time: adaptation interval, adaptation step, and adaptation threshold. Figure 3a shows an example for adaptive partitioning of the instruction queue. For every adaptation period, we select a thread that has faced more full events in that period. We then increase the size of the partition of the selected thread by the adaptation step size. We increase the partition size only if the new partition size is still smaller than the adaptation threshold.

We can also apply adaptive partitioning for temporally shared resources, deviating from a completely symmetric round-robin assignment. For example, we might adaptively modify the assignment process for a resource that alternates between two threads each cycle, in such a way that the resource is assigned to a more hungry thread two out of every three cycles. If it needs more, we could again alter the policy such that the resource is assigned to the hungry thread three out of four cycles. At each adaptation interval, we examine the number of full events of each thread and increase the share of the thread with the highest full event count. If that thread is more resource hungry, we increase its count (subject to the threshold), otherwise we decrease its count. Figure 3b shows an example of adaptive temporal partitioning.

Adaptive partitioning severely restricts the leakage. Now, for each resource, the attacker can only leak at most approximately 1 bit (adaptation without threshold) per adaptation interval (100,000 cycles). For example, an attacker can probe the size of its own reservation station in two consecutive adaptation intervals. If the RS shrunk, the attacker infers that the victim’s RS usage exceeds that of the attacker. This is orders of magnitude below known channels across cores on non-SMT processors.

While adaptive partitioning limits leakage to a single bit per interval, the values of the counters could potentially be exposed when a thread crosses protection domain boundaries, and it is therefore critical to reset all such counters at domain crossings. Resetting the adaptation counters stops the current context’s behavior from affecting that of the next context. By doing so, we might miss one opportunity to adapt. But we find that in steady-state, partition sizes do not change dramatically, and the performance effect of missing one adaptation opportunity is minimal.

### 5.3 Asymmetric SMT

While the adaptive partitioning scheme can help recover a significant chunk of the performance lost due to partitioning, it is still restrictive as it limits the pipeline resource utilization even in scenarios where at least one of the threads running on the processor are trusted or when no sensitive code is running and cross-thread information leakage may not be of concern. In this section, we describe a mitigation called Asymmetric SMT that allows two threads with asymmetric trust levels to securely share resources in an SMT processor, while preventing unauthorized information leakage from a higher security domain to a lower security domain.

With Asymmetric SMT, then, assuming active threads T_H and T_L, where T_H is at a higher security level than T_L, we have the ability to block the leakage from T_H to T_L, but allow leakage from T_L to T_H. An example where this is useful is sandboxing in web browsers. While it is not secure to leak information from the browser thread to the sandbox thread, it is safe to leak information from the sandbox to the browser thread. Similarly, it might be safe to leak information from a user process to a kernel process, from a guest virtual machine to the hypervisor, etc. Asymmetric SMT enables lost resource utilization due to partitioning, but the only beneficiary is the trusted thread. The performance of trusted threads is on the critical path for many applications, such as a web browser that runs untrusted Javascript. A study by the Google v8 team [87] shows that only 20% of Chrome’s page processing time is spent in running untrusted Javascript code, while the rest is spent in trusted browser code that performs tasks such as parsing, compilation, and garbage collection. Therefore, by improving the performance of the trusted part of the execution, Asymmetric SMT can significantly impact overall performance.

The key to Asymmetric SMT is that it allows the trusted thread to borrow unused pipeline resources from the untrusted user, only in cases where it can instantly return the resource when the untrusted thread needs it back. Fortunately, this instantaneous return is possible for many of the pipeline resources as the out-of-order pipeline is already well-equipped with mechanisms to deal with various squash events.

The rest of this section discusses how Asymmetric SMT can be enabled for various pipeline resources. We categorize the resources into stateful (e.g., ROB), stateless (e.g., functional units), and cache-like resources.

#### 5.3.1 Stateful Resources

We refer to the resources that hold the transient execution state of a thread’s instructions across multiple cycles and then get released, as stateful resources – this includes physical registers, IQ entries, ROB entries, and load/store queue entries. Asymmetric SMT allows the borrowing thread to use a free unused entry from the other thread’s partition. Here, we use
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Physical Register File (PRF) as an example.

Figure 4 depicts two example scenarios for borrowing a physical register. In the initial state, three out of eight entries are assigned to T_H (assuming PRF already uses an adaptive partitioning scheme). Note that Asymmetric SMT is orthogonal to the other two partitioning schemes (static and adaptive) and can be added to either. Once Asymmetric SMT receives a request from the trusted thread, T_H, which has exhausted all of the entries in its partition, it checks if T_H can borrow an unused entry from T_L. Asymmetric SMT permits borrowing only if the number of T_L’s free entries is larger than a threshold (MIN_FREE), i.e., it always leaves some free slack registers. This condition is helpful at reducing the number of expensive squashes which results when T_L runs out of resources and one must be freed immediately by T_H.

Figure 4a shows the common-case scenario where we commit one of T_H’s instructions before T_L’s partition gets full. Note that in this case we are not borrowing a specific register, but rather allowing T_H’s count to exceed its threshold. Thus, any T_H instruction that commits and frees a register will restore it to T_L. Figure 4b shows a scenario where T_L takes up all of the free entries in its partition before T_H gets the chance to return the borrowed register. In such a scenario, Asymmetric SMT immediately returns the borrowed register to T_L. It selects the youngest T_H instruction that holds a physical register and assigns that register to T_L. T_H then needs to squash that instruction and all of its subsequent instructions and restart execution from there.

Similarly, it is possible to allow a trusted thread to borrow instruction queue and load/store queue entries. During issue, if the trusted partition is full but the untrusted partition has more than MIN_FREE free entries, the trusted thread can borrow unused entries. If the untrusted partition becomes full before the trusted partition returns the borrowed instruction queue entry, the trusted thread should immediately return the borrowed entry.

Not all stateful resources are suitable for borrowing. For example, we can only allow borrowing of a limited number of ROB entries due to the instantaneous return requirement. If we borrow from the ROB more entries than what we can free per cycle (retire bandwidth), then the borrowing becomes visible to the owner thread and that leads to information leakage.

5.3.2 Stateless Resources

Examples of stateless resources include execution ports, functional units, fetch bandwidth, and commit bandwidth. Asymmetric SMT works well with stateless resources, as borrowing a stateless resource will not ever require an expensive squash. Here we use execution ports to describe Asymmetric SMT in stateless resources.

Figure 5 illustrates different temporal partitioning (multiplexing) schemes for execution ports. We can assign the whole dispatch bandwidth to one thread each cycle, which reverts the pipeline to fine-grain multithreading [88] and sacri-
literature on cache dead block prediction [90–92], we dynamically calculate the average reuse distance of cache blocks of the untrusted partition. Then, we multiply that average with a static parameter \((\text{distance\_coefficient} > 1)\) and use that as a threshold to distinguish between live and dead cache blocks. If the last access to a cache block is greater than the threshold, we invalidate that cache block so that it can be lent to the other thread. Again, only cache accesses of the untrusted thread can influence this invalidation, so it does not leak information about the access pattern of the other thread. We use a simple dead block detection mechanism that is only influenced by accesses, but more sophisticated dead block elimination methods can also be used [90–92]. Unlike other stateful resources, in caches returning a borrowed cache line does not incur any "squash" cost – it is a simple eviction. As soon as we receive an access from the owner thread, we invalidate one of the borrowing thread’s cache lines (based on the cache replacement policy) and return it to the owner partition. For a write-back cache, we only allow a borrowed line to become dirty if the cache features a write-out-buffer (WOB) [93] – a buffer that handles the writes down to the memory hierarchy – so that we can guarantee the process of returning a dirty borrowed line is still instantaneous. In addition, we do not allow the number of dirty borrowed lines to grow larger than the size of the WOB.

### 5.3.4 Overheads

Overall, we find that borrowing from stateless resources (functional units and fetch bandwidth) does not impose significant overheads on the processor pipeline. In terms of area overhead, we only need to (1) make sure that instructions are tagged with one bit of thread ID across the pipeline (already necessary for other reasons), and (2) add very simple logic that checks if borrowing of a specific resource is allowed in each cycle, i.e., it checks that the current instruction belongs to the borrowing (trusted) thread and also there is no demand for the resource from the untrusted thread. This simple logic, as shown in Section A.2, does not impose any overhead on the cycle time, and has negligible power and area overheads. For stateless resources, Asymmetric SMT only uses an unused resource which will be lost if not utilized by borrowing. Therefore, the performance effect will always be positive. Borrowing stateful resources, however, may require additional flushing if the untrusted thread requests a borrowed resource. While this flushing imposes performance overhead to the borrowing thread, our results show that the improved utilization brought by borrowing greatly outstrips the flushing costs.

### 5.3.5 More than Two Threads

While SMT implementations with more than two threads are not common, our asymmetric SMT can be extended to those processors as well. In those cases, we can define a security lattice between trust domains and allow threads with higher trust levels to borrow from threads with lower trust levels. For example, a kernel thread can borrow from both a sandbox thread and a browser thread, while a browser thread can only borrow from the sandbox.

#### 5.3.6 HW/SW Interface

Asymmetric SMT requires knowledge of the trust level of active threads running on the SMT processor. We envision two possible modes of operation for Asymmetric SMT. In the first mode, Asymmetric SMT relies on existing privilege levels. That is, without any software change, Asymmetric SMT enables the kernel to borrow resources from a user thread, or let the hypervisor borrow resources from any of the guest threads. The second mode allows the software to specify more fine-grain trust levels for the SMT threads. Thus, Asymmetric SMT needs to add and maintain new control registers that represent the trust level of an active thread. Privileged software would update the control register via a privileged instruction (e.g., x86’s \textit{wrmsr}). The second mode also does not require extensive software changes as all the modifications required will be contained in the thread/process creation logic.

### 5.3.7 Quality of Service (QoS)

In addition to the evident security use case, Asymmetric SMT can also be leveraged for better and more versatile performance isolation (i.e., better QoS guarantees). The OS could mark a latency-critical thread as a high security/priority thread. Asymmetric SMT, then, improves QoS by assigning more resources to the latency-sensitive job with guaranteed (performance) protection of other jobs.

### 6 Methodology

This section details the experimental methodology for performance evaluation of the proposed partitioning schemes, including the Asymmetric SMT architecture. We also discuss the methodology we use for our covert-channel characterization framework presented in Section 4.

For performance evaluation, we model our partitioning scheme and Asymmetric SMT architecture in the gem5 v20 architectural simulator [94]. We add full support for SMT in gem5’s out-of-order CPU model. We choose the parameters of our baseline architectures to resemble an Intel Skylake, except that, for a more intuitive comparison of partitioning schemes, our baseline architecture dynamically shares all the pipeline resources between the threads. The other exception is that the assignment of the functional units to the execution ports are slightly different than Skylake and more closely resembles AMD processors where floating-point and integer units do not share a single port. Table 2 describes the detailed architectural configuration.

To characterize performance, we use the C and C++ benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2017 suite. These benchmarks

---

**Table 2: Architecture Detail for the Baseline x86 Core**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Baseline Processor</th>
<th>SMT Processor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>3.3 GHz</td>
<td>3.3 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch Width</td>
<td>16 B</td>
<td>16 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch Policy</td>
<td>IQ count</td>
<td>IQ count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Width</td>
<td>8 uops</td>
<td>8 uops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT/FP Regfile</td>
<td>186/144 reg</td>
<td>186/144 reg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ/SQ Size</td>
<td>64/36 entries</td>
<td>64/36 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB Size</td>
<td>224 entries</td>
<td>224 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I cache</td>
<td>D cache</td>
<td>D cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D cache</td>
<td>Retire Width</td>
<td>Retire Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode Width</td>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Units</td>
<td>Units</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Size</td>
<td>16 B</td>
<td>16 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Size</td>
<td>32 KB, 8 way</td>
<td>32 KB, 8 way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Type</td>
<td>32 KB, 8 way</td>
<td>32 KB, 8 way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>16 B</td>
<td>16 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ/SQ Size</td>
<td>64/36 entries</td>
<td>64/36 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB Size</td>
<td>224 entries</td>
<td>224 entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are compiled at the -O3 optimization level using the LLVM compiler. Following the prevalent methodology for creating accurate and representative simulation points [95–97], we use PinPlay [98] and Simpoint [99] to select representative regions for simulation. For each of these benchmarks, we select the Simpoint region with the highest weight – the most representative region. We then make one multi-threaded checkpoint for every possible pair of the benchmark programs by combining their selected Simpoints. We run each pair twice: In the first experiment, we simulate until we complete 100 Million instructions from the first thread, then swap the threads and repeat. For example, we will run lbm and perl together twice. The effect of perl on lbm performance will be factored into the lbm bars in our graphs, and the effect of lbm on perl will appear in the perl bars.

The speedup numbers of different schemes are calculated as the ratio of the combined instruction per cycle (IPC) for each pair of the programs over the combined IPC of that pair of programs in the dynamically shared processor. Thus, for the Asymmetric SMT results, it accounts for both the sped-up trusted thread and the unaffected untrusted thread in the overall results. This is also equivalent to weighted speedup [100], a well-established performance metric for multiprogram workloads, where in this case the baseline is that thread’s performance in a dynamically shared SMT processor. Weighted speedup more accurately reflects useful performance gains, and avoids over-rewarding speedup of high-IPC threads. For adaptive partitioning we use at least 100,000-cycle adaptation intervals, unless otherwise noted. The performance bars that represent Asymmetric SMT are the results of applying Asymmetric SMT together with adaptive partitioning.

In addition to the SPEC benchmarks, to evaluate Asymmetric SMT in a more realistic scenario, we model a setting that resembles the computation of web browsers: running untrusted Javascript codes on one thread and sensitive cryptography computations on the other. On the first thread, we run Javascript programs from SunSpider [101] benchmarks on Duktape [102] Javascript engine, and on the second thread, we run RSA and AES GSM benchmarks from WolfSSL v4.5.0 [103].

We evaluate the performance of our proposed mitigations by applying them to a wide range of pipeline resources, including the Instruction Queue, the Load Queue, the Store Queue, the integer and vector physical register files, the ROB (Adaptive only), the instruction and data TLBs, the instruction and data caches, Branch Target Buffer, fetch and decode bandwidth, commit bandwidth, and the execution units.

We use Verilog HDL to implement different partitioning schemes on an example structure (Dispatch Unit). To that end, We use Synopsis Design Compiler Q-2019.12-SP5-3 with the 45 nm NanGate standard cell library [104] to synthesize and obtain timing, area, and power information. The results of this analysis are discussed in Section A.2.

Figure 6: Covert Channels between a Spy (T0) and a Trojan (T1) Thread. In a fully shared pipeline the instructions executed on T1 have a clear effect on T0’s execution time. Partitioned, Adaptive and Asymmetric are always constant and share the same straight line.

our microbenchmarks on Agner’s test infrastructure [105]. We run our experiments on various processors. Specifically, we use AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3960X (Zen2), Intel Xeon E3-1230 (Ivy Bridge), and Intel Core i7-6770HQ (Skylake). To measure the bandwidth and error rate of the covert channels, we transfer a pseudorandom bit sequence which is generated using a 15-bit wide linear feedback shift register (LFSR). This allows us to identify various errors that might happen during the transmission, including bit loss, multiple insertions of bits, or bit swaps [106]. To estimate the error rate, we use Levenshtein edit distance between the sent and received data for the pseudorandom bit sequence.

7 Results

This section characterizes our mitigation strategies. We first present the security evaluation, followed by performance.

7.1 Security Evaluation

To show the effectiveness of our mitigation strategies in stopping covert channels, we perform a study similar to Covert Shotgun [56]. In this experiment, a spy thread constantly executes one type of instruction and measures its timing. The trojan thread tries to send a signal by executing different instructions, thereby varying the contention on various pipeline resources. Figure 6 shows the results for just one instance of this experiment where the spy thread constantly executes the movb instruction. In a fully shared pipeline, the timings of the spy process can be clearly influenced by the trojan’s instructions. An attacker, therefore, can pick any pair of instructions that show a different effect on the spy process to create a covert channel. When we enable any of our mitigation strategies, the spy thread timings become constant, effectively stopping all identified covert channels. For adaptive partitioning, all measurements are within one adaptation period. For Asymmetric SMT, the trust levels are set so that only the trojan thread can borrow resources. Further examination of the experiments shows that the covert channels in the fully shared pipeline are created by contention on mainly two resources: the fetch bandwidth and the functional units. We observe similar results when the spy uses different instructions.

Note that while this study shows that our mitigation strategies completely stop the covert channels that can be found with this approach, this test does not give complete coverage
of all shared resources, particularly structures not documented by Intel or AMD. Also, these are the results of simulation (the only way to evaluate most new hardware mitigation techniques), and a real processor may contain other leaks not simulated.

### 7.2 Performance Evaluation

Figure 7 shows the results of our mitigation schemes applied to the pipeline resources mentioned in Section 6. Each bar represents the average results of running a benchmark on one thread with each of the other benchmarks on the other SMT thread. Static partitioning of the pipeline resources, as expected, imposes a significant performance cost. On average, it slows the execution by 10% compared to dynamically-shared resources. The performance overhead goes as high as 24% for some benchmarks (mcf). However, for one program (lbm), static partitioning significantly improves the performance. That is because lbm frequently exhausts the entire store queue on a dynamically shared pipeline, which causes the other thread to stall due to lack of store queue entries. In this case, lbm gets no benefit from more queue entries, and only gets extra interference by causing the other thread to get backed up.

Therefore, statically partitioning the store queue achieves better performance for lbm, and our schemes further accentuate that advantage. Our adaptive partitioning reduces the performance overhead of partitioning to only 2% on average (5% if we ignore lbm), and consistently reduces the performance overhead of partitioning across all the benchmarks.

Asymmetric SMT further improves the performance and even provides a 2% speed-up over the shared pipeline (thanks again to lbm). But even excluding lbm, Asymmetric SMT almost fully restores the performance of a fully shared pipeline. These results show that opportunistically borrowing resources is highly effective at maintaining high utilization of partitioned resources. Note that, as mentioned in Section 6, for each pair of the benchmarks, we run the experiment twice. In each run, a different benchmark is considered as the trusted (borrower) thread in the Asymmetric SMT experiments.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the Asymmetric SMT architecture in a different, more realistic setting. On one thread, the SMT processor runs the SunSpider Javascript benchmark on Duktaape engine, and on the other thread, it runs a trusted cryptography benchmark from the WolfSSL suit. This resembles computation that a web browser might perform. Asymmetric SMT allows the trusted threads (AES and RSA in this case) to borrow resources from the untrusted threads. The
combination of our adaptive partitioning and Asymmetric SMT, on average, reduces the overhead of partitioning from 24% to 11% for RSA. For the AES benchmark, Asymmetric SMT not only completely restores the performance overhead of static partitioning, but also outperforms the fully shared baseline by 7% on average. The performance gain mostly comes from the pairs of benchmarks for which static partitioning performs better than the fully shared pipeline, such as regexp-dna. These benchmarks exhibit frequent resource full events (e.g., high number of physical register full in regexp-dna) that stall both threads in a shared pipeline. In such cases, partitioning allows one thread to continue execution and thus improves overall performance.

Next, we take a closer look at the performance of the proposed schemes by examining their effects on the individual pipeline resources. Among the resources that we partition, we find that the most significant contributor to the performance cost is the execution ports/functional units. Figure 9 shows the results of an isolated experiment where all resources are dynamically shared except the execution ports. We examine four partitioning schemes for the execution ports: two different static partitioning schemes as well as our proposed adaptive and asymmetric SMT.

Multiplexing the dispatch bandwidth refers to the method where we only dispatch instructions from one thread each cycle. It severely impacts performance. On average, it reduces the performance by 12%, compared to dynamically shared execution ports, and is as high as 19% for some benchmarks. The main reason for such poor performance is that, at each cycle, there are not enough instructions from only one thread to fully utilize the execution ports. Another scheme is multiplexing individual functional units instead of the dispatch bandwidth as a whole (described in Section 5.3.2). This is also the default static partitioning scheme used for the summary results of Figure 7. This improves the utilization of the execution ports over dispatch bandwidth multiplexing. However, the cost of static multiplexing of the functional units is still high (10%, on average) compared to shared execution ports. Adaptive partitioning is able to reduce that overhead to only 6%. Adaptive partitioning, even with extremely long adaptation intervals, is highly effective for the execution ports as different programs naturally exhibit different usage distributions for different functional units. Asymmetric SMT reduces this overhead even further to only 1%.

The next big contributor to the performance cost is the fetch bandwidth. Figure 10 shows the results of another isolated experiment where we only partition the fetch bandwidth and keep other resources dynamically shared. The baseline shared architecture uses ICount [12] to dynamically determine the best thread to fetch from. However, as Section 4.2 shows, this can be used to construct covert channels. One way to mitigate that is to use a strict round-robin scheme (partitioned bars in the figure) where the fetch unit alternates between the threads each cycle. A partitioned fetch policy does not have the ability to choose the fetching thread based on dynamic conditions each cycle; therefore, it loses 7% performance overhead, on average. We get small gains from adapting the partition (and so restore some small amount of the dynamic adaptation), then a bit more from asymmetric SMT, which enables us to retrieve some of the unused fetch bandwidth.

Figure 11 shows the effect of our partitioning scheme applied to the cache hierarchy (L1 instruction and data, and L2 caches). On average, the static partitioning of the cache sets into two equally sized partitions imposes 6% performance overhead. This is greatly influenced by one benchmark (mcf) that has a large cache working set. Adaptive partitioning reduces the overhead to only 2%. It allocates more cache ways in each set to the thread that shows more misses during the adaptation period. Asymmetric SMT further reduces the overhead to only 1%.

One interesting aspect of these results, compared to Figure 7, especially considering results not shown for other individual resources, is that the performance costs incurred overall are far less than the sum of the costs for individual mitigations. This is expected on a well-balanced architecture, as these processors are designed to be. In a well-balanced architecture, restricting one resource but not others will always make that resource a bottleneck. But in a (hypothetically) perfectly balanced architecture, restricting all resources may have no more negative impact than restricting one.

8 Conclusion

This paper provides the first comprehensive and exhaustive analysis of sharing-based security vulnerabilities in modern, high-performance SMT processors. This analysis shows that despite the fact that many resources are statically partitioned, there still remain many resources that are dynamically shared and present high bandwidth leakage channels. Among the channels identified are some previously unknown, including fetch bandwidth dynamic sharing and dynamically shared issue bandwidth, each enabling channels of over 500 Kbps.

This work also examines some novel, unified approaches to mitigation that can be applied throughout the pipeline. These provide high isolation between threads (allowing collectively a few bits of leakage over, for example, 100,000 cycles) while retaining most of the performance of a fully dynamically shared, insecure SMT implementation. Adaptive partitioning gets within 5% of shared SMT, and asymmetric SMT, which further enables unfettered performance of a trusted thread in the presence of an untrusted, all but eliminates the loss.

It is common for SMT execution to be disabled in security-critical code, or in the presence of frequent untrusted execution streams. This work shows that SMT contention-based vulnerabilities can be reduced below the level of other known vulnerabilities, making SMT execution a viable alternative for secure execution. We do so while still preserving the bulk of the performance benefit of SMT.
the rename and/or allocation will be stalled. It is only after these stages that the processor can identify the dependencies between the instructions and dispatch the instructions out of order to the execution units. Thus, if a store instruction cannot proceed due to lack of SQ entries, the store and all younger instructions—dependent of their type—will be stalled. As a result, in single-thread mode we see a spike in the execution time at 36 stores, which is precisely the size of the store queue in our Ivy Bridge processor. We also run the same code in SMT mode, along with another thread that does not consume any SQ entries, i.e., it only executes NOPs. In that experiment, we observe that the number of SQ entries available for T1 is exactly half of the size of the SQ, suggesting a static partitioning scheme for the SQ.

### A.2 RTL Model of Asymmetric SMT

To fully evaluate the effects of resource borrowing on cycle time, power, and area (and to supplement our simulation-based performance results), we implement different partitioning schemes on an example resource in Verilog HDL. To that end, we choose the dispatch unit, the biggest contributor to the performance loss of partitioning and likely the most latency-critical, for which we implement three different sharing schemes: fully shared dispatch, partitioned dispatch, and asymmetric dispatch.

Listing 4 and Listing 5 show the microbenchmarks that we use for isolating contention on the Reservation Station and the Store Queue.

Figure 12 shows the results of running Listing 4 (described in Section 4.5) in single-thread mode and in SMT mode on Ivy Bridge. In single-threaded mode, we observe a spike in the execution time if the code consumes more than 54 RS entries. In SMT mode, on one thread we run the same microbenchmark, while the other thread executes NOP instructions. We observe that Ivy Bridge limits the maximum number of allocated RS entries to 40 entries, and does not let one thread use all of the 54 RS entries.

Similarly, Figure 13 shows the results of running Listing 5 in both single-thread and SMT modes. This microbenchmark includes a series of stores which are dependent on the first long-latency load. When the number of store instructions exceeds the size of the store queue, the processor cannot issue the store instruction for which we do not have an available SQ entry, nor any of the following instructions. That is because even in an out-of-order Intel processor, the rename and allocation stages happen in order. If you run out of out-of-order resources such as physical registers, IQ, ROB, or SQ entries,
Asymmetric dispatch. Fully shared dispatch assigns the functional units to the instructions marked "ready" in the queue, in a simple first-in-first-out fashion. The partitioned dispatch is similar to the shared, but it only dispatches instructions from a single thread each cycle. The Asymmetric dispatch is similar to the partitioned dispatch, but it assigns any unused functional units to the trusted thread. We then use the Synopsis Design Compiler Q-2019.12-SP5-3 with the 45 nm NanGate standard cell library [104] to synthesize and obtain timing, area, and power information.

Table 3 shows the post-synthesize analysis of different implementations of the dispatch unit. Our Asymmetric scheme increases the delay of the dispatch unit from 0.955 ns to 1.037 ns. However, this 8.6% extra overhead does not affect the processor's cycle time, as it is not enough to put the dispatch unit on the critical path of the whole processor core. As an example, we show that the (pipelined) integer multiplication unit has a longer delay. To see this, we implement a three-cycle multiplication module [107], imitating Skylake's three-cycle integer multiplication design. Our results show that the delay of our Asymmetric dispatch is still significantly smaller than the cycle time determined by the multiplier (the longest of the three stages); thus, our Asymmetric dispatch will not affect the cycle time.

Asymmetric dispatch covers a 16% larger area compared to a shared dispatch unit. However, this is also not a matter of concern as the dispatch unit constitutes only a tiny fraction of a modern processor's die area. The Skylake core, for example, has an area of 8.73 mm² [108]. The asymmetric dispatch overhead, thus, will be only 0.051% of the core area (calculated conservatively, not accounting for the technology node differences). Similarly, the power overhead is also not considerable compared to the total power consumption of an out-of-order core, which could be in the order of tens of Watts.
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